Aeroflex Microelectronic Solutions serves your HiRel requirements

Aeroflex Microelectronic Solutions... Digital, Analog, Power, RFMW, and Motion Solutions for HiRel Applications.... serving worldwide customers with HiRel standard products:

- LEON 3FT IP and µProcessors
- Memories, SpaceWire
- LVDS, Logic, FPGAs
- A-to-D Converters
- JANS Diodes
- Op Amps, Comparators
- Muxes
- Voltage Regulators

Aeroflex custom ASICS – 90 and 130nHBD, 0.25 and 0.6µm technologies and FPGA to ASIC Conversions.

Electronic Manufacturing Services:

- Circuit Card Assembly
- Radiation Testing
- Custom Hybrid, Module and MCM Services

www.aeroflex.com/HiRel
800-645-8862